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Abstract

This paper uses a gravity model framework to evaluate the impact of antidumping on trade volume over the period of the GATT/WTO (1948-2001). We conclude that the effects have been negative, but quite modest.
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1 Introduction

As with the wave of interest in the ‘new protection’ in the 1970s, we are now observing a new wave of concern with a rapid increase in the use of ‘non-traditional’ protectionist instruments (e.g. Prusa, 2001; Zanardi, 2006). Once again, the main culprit is contingent protection (primarily antidumping and countervailing duties, though voluntary export restraints—mainly coming from the safeguards process—also figured prominently in the 1970s).¹ The main difference is that in the 1970s the main users were industrial countries (mainly the US, EU, Canada, and Australia), the millennial new users, and the main source of growth in use, are developing countries and countries in transition (Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, South Korea, Taiwan, Turkey).² In this paper, we are primarily concerned with the impact of the spread of antidumping on trade.

As economists, our first line of response to antidumping is surely negative. We applaud the reductions in tariffs associated with various trade liberalizations, but abhor the "backsliding" associated with administered protection.³ The moral language is used advisedly: most of us view liberalization as an act of moral courage, and reversals as moral weakness. Close students of antidumping, however, have long been clear that the reality is considerably more complex.

Before turning to a discussion of the main issues, we can fix the essential facts with two figures drawn from Zanardi (2006). Figure 1 shows the strong upward trend in investigations and figure 2 shows a more modest growth in the number of antidumping orders in place. What both figures make clear, however, is that while there may be some downward trend in use of contingent protection by traditional users, the trend in new

¹These forms of protection are “contingent” because they are dependent on a quasi-judicial/bureaucratic finding prior to application of the protection. By contrast, traditional protection is “statutory”, i.e. it is applied in every case, without any such finding. This is a more useful distinction than the common "tariff v. nontariff barrier" distinction since contingent protection is usually included in the latter even though it is implemented by tariffs.

²Note that the industrial countries continue to be quantitatively the biggest users, but growth in use is coming from developing countries.

³Much of this liberalization has occurred in the context of GATT/WTO negotiations (accession and then participation in rounds of tariff cutting). However, many countries liberalize independently both unilaterally as part of broader liberalization exercises. Given recent results by Rose (2004a), the exact role of the GATT/WTO appears to be less clear than sometimes thought.
users is strongly upward. Additional data presented in Zanardi (2006, tables 1, 2, and 5) show that the new users are drawn from nearly the full range of WTO members (the exception being small, poor countries). This suggests the potential for very wide adoption and use of these mechanisms. While the spread of contingent protection mechanisms, and their use, is an undeniable fact, the normative implications are considerably less clear. In particular, we cannot evaluate those normative implications without a clear sense of the link between contingent protection and the general liberalization of trade. One way of getting at these relations is via the use of the gravity model.

Our analysis will be based on the gravity model framework which has become a standard tool in establishing an empirical baseline for the analysis of equilibrium trade patterns and deviations therefrom (Feenstra, 2004). Such a baseline needs, in principle, to reflect the underlying general equilibrium of the world trading system. Early attempts to identify deviations generated by the presence of various forms of protection sought to use the structure provided by the Heckscher-Ohlin model but did not appear to produce convincing results (e.g. Leamer, 1987; Leamer, 1990). With the development of theoretical foundations for the gravity model, along with its statistical success in accounting for trade patterns, the gravity model has increasingly become the econometric framework of choice when seeking to analyze deviations from expected trade between two countries. More recently, the gravity model has also been used to evaluate the effect of fundamental institutions such as the WTO and various forms of preferential trade and currency arrangement. In the next section we develop the motivation for our analysis of the link between antidumping and trade volume, followed by a presentation of our theoretical and econometric framework. Then we present our empirical results and robustness in the

4The key papers providing theoretical foundations for the gravity model are: Anderson (1979), Bergstrand (1985; 1989), and Deardorff (1998). The industry standard, on which we also rely, is Anderson and VanWincoop (2003). Wall (1999) provides a useful discussion of the gravity model as a framework for evaluating the effect of protection on trade.

5For instance, Rose (2004a; 2004b) finds that membership in the WTO has no systematic effect on trade pattern, while Subramanian and Wei (forth.) finds that WTO membership exerts a powerful and positive impact on trade for a subset of countries that adopt liberalizing policies as part of accession to the WTO. Baldwin (1994) and Frankel (1997) use the gravity model to examine the trade effects of regional trading blocs, while the results in Frankel and Rose (2002), Rose (2000), and Rose and VanWincoop (2001) point to the relevance of (various forms of) currency arrangements on trade volume.
following sections.

2 The link between antidumping and trade volume

The literature on the economics and political economy of antidumping is large, but we can identify four classes of channel through which antidumping affects trade volumes: direct protection effects; effects due to contingent nature of protection; effects due to non-MFN nature of protection; and effects due to firm-specific nature of protection. We consider each in turn.

Direct effects of protection recognize that antidumping tariffs are protection, and protection reduces welfare. As with all other forms of protection, there are a variety of strong cases to be made against protection as a policy instrument for most uses. In particular, protection distorts incentives leading to suboptimal use of scarce national resources. Especially in the context of very low statutory rates of protection, the often very high rates of contingent protection can imply substantial distortion. These effects should cause reduced trade between the country imposing the duty and the exporter to that country’s market. However, the measured aggregate effects are rather low. Rough and ready analyses for the case of the US suggest that the welfare cost of antidumping may be as low as $2-4 billion for the US in 1993 (Gallaway, Blonigen and Flynn, 1999). This is hardly surprising since the amount of trade directly affected by contingent protection is quite small—less than 5% of trade flows.

A related direct effect has to do with retaliation. Following research on retaliation in general models of protection, recent research has suggested that the trade volume effects (and welfare effects) of protection could be worse if the trading partner retaliates (Prusa 2003, Falvey and Nelson 2006, and Nelson 2006).

\footnotetext[6]{For surveys of the work on antidumping see: Blonigen and Prusa (2003), Falvey and Nelson (2006), and Nelson (2006).}

\footnotetext[7]{According to the 2006 Economic Report of the President, in 1993 the US GDP was $6.7 trillion.}

\footnotetext[8]{There are other sources of cost, most prominently rent-seeking and dynamic effects, but these are unlikely to affect the trade volumes that are the empirical focus of this paper. For example, for the US, the costs of filing cases are moderate and, at least over the sample period of this paper, revenues from antidumping went into general revenue and weren’t seekable as such. This changed with the adoption of the Byrd amendment in 2000.}
and Skeath, 2002). On the other hand, as Blonigen and Bown (2003) argue, protection may be less likely in a dyad where both parties possess an antidumping mechanism. In the latter case, then, the spread of antidumping would be trade increasing.

Beyond the standard problems with protection, there are three additional classes of issue more-or-less unique to contingent protection: one directly related to its contingent nature; a second related to its non-MFN nature; and a third related to its firm-specific nature. Because contingent protection is contingent on an administrative decision, it is in its nature uncertain. A firm currently facing statutory protection would presumably prefer a positive probability of the fixed level of protection to that fixed level of protection with certainty, but given the support of tariffs that the antidumping authorities draw from, they may well be averse to a more general AD duty lottery. Furthermore, firms that are not exposed to a statutory tariff will be unambiguously negatively affected by exposure to AD risk. There is considerable anecdotal evidence that foreign firms do, in fact, price in such a way as to avoid AD risk (though, for obvious reasons, there is essentially no evidence on the extent of this practice). Nonetheless, it is perfectly plausible that protection against one line of goods from a given exporter, \( i \), could have effects on exports of other goods from \( i \), the same line of goods from other countries, and even producers of other goods from other countries. The breadth of this effect leads Vandenbussche and Zanardi (2006) to refer to this as the "global chilling effect" of antidumping.\footnote{Vandenbussche and Zanardi (2006) seek to provide some evidence of the existence and magnitude of this "global chilling effect" in a framework very much like the one developed in this paper. We will return to a discussion of this paper when we discuss our results on this effect.}

A third source of concern is that antidumping protection, because it responds to exports from specific countries, violates the fundamental GATT/WTO commitment to nondiscrimination via the most favored nation (MFN) clause in article 1 of the GATT agreement. As an empirical matter, the problem of non-MFN protection is that the overall effects are ambiguous. Even if we presume that the net effect of an antidumping duty on total imports from the home country of firms named in the antidumping complaint is negative (as seems plausible, but which we can test for), the effect on exports from non-named firms, and especially firms from non-named countries, is not at all clear.
On the one hand, recent work by Prusa (2001) finds that, in addition to suppressing imports from named countries, antidumping protection seems to increase imports from non-named countries (this would be the equivalent of "trade diversion"). In addition, Bown and Crowley (2006a; 2006b) also find "trade deflection" (restricted exporters increase their exports to unrestricted third markets). On the other hand, where Bown and Crowley focus on the effects of antidumping duties on the export behavior of firms from a single country (Japan), Prusa (2001) and Vandenbussche and Zanardi (2006) argue that, for essentially the reasons outlined above, the active use of antidumping is expected to generally reduce imports.

Finally, as we have noted already, antidumping is firm-specific protection. Filing an AD complaint has positive costs, so we must presume that the expected gain from such a filing is positive. These gains may flow directly from filing or from the expected grant of protection. An enormous literature has sought to explicate and empirically identify these gains.\(^\text{10}\) For home firms, the benefits of filing come in the form of either harassment or, in a strategic context, signalling or raising rivals’ costs.\(^\text{11}\) Similarly, the benefits of a positive expectation of an AD duty flow from either standard distributional effects of protection, rent-shifting, or supporting collusion \textit{a la} Krishna’s (1989) trade restrictions as facilitating devices. Given the number of potential strategic variables and market structures, it is probably not surprising that virtually any outcome is possible here.

While there is some, usually rather indirect, evidence that such collusion may be present,

\(^{10}\)Much contemporary research, both theoretical and empirical, has focused on the strategic elements of administered protection, concluding that the costs of administered protection are probably far in excess of those implied by simply looking at amounts of trade covered by dumping orders and levels of protection in those lines. Surveys of this work can be found in Blonigen and Prusa (2003) and Nelson (2006).

\(^{11}\)There is some evidence of a harassment motivation—though the most sophisticated attempt to identify such a motivation found only a very small number of cases of this sort (Staiger and Wolak, 1994, 1996).

One channel through which the presence of a contingent protection mechanism affects outcomes, even if we do not observe cases filed, is that firms may alter their strategic behavior to take into account the possibility of filing a case. Because such behavior distorts the allocation of resources, it has been called indirect rent-seeking (Leidy, 1994). For example, foreign firms may compete less aggressively so as to avoid an antidumping complaint. In addition to changing the terms of non-cooperative interaction between home and foreign firms, it is also quite possible that the presence of contingent protection may support collusion among home and foreign firms where, once again, we need not observe contingent protection in equilibrium.
identifying magnitudes (or even direction of effect) has proved virtually impossible.\textsuperscript{12}

In the next section we develop our empirical framework. Following that we will suggest how each of the above effects can be identified within that framework.

3 An empirical gravity model for panel data

We consider an $N$ country world where each country has a representative consumer whose preferences are given by a constant-elasticity-of-substitution (CES) utility function reflecting a love of variety (see Dixit and Stiglitz, 1977; Krugman, 1979).\textsuperscript{13} That is, the utility of a representative consumer in country $j$ is given by

$$u_j = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \beta_i c_{ij} \right)^{\frac{\sigma}{\sigma - 1}} \right)^{\frac{\sigma - 1}{\sigma}}, \quad i, j = 1, \ldots, N,$$

where $\sigma$ is the elasticity of substitution, $c_{ij}$ is the consumption by consumers in $j$ of a single product originating in $i$, and $\beta_i$ is a distribution parameter that is inversely related to country $i$’s fraction of world endowments. The budget constraint of consumers in $j$ may be written as

$$Y_j = \sum_{i=1}^{N} p_{ij} c_{ij},$$

\textsuperscript{12}While this work is clever and suggests a warning that standard measures of cost of protection may be substantial underestimates of those costs, it is important to recognize that there is virtually no compelling empirical work here. In fact, there is a somewhat awkward tension between this conclusion and the work, from an anti-trust perspective, which suggests that most cases could not pass a first-stage Joskow-Klevorik predation test (Shin, 1998). That is, most cases do not seem to involve the kind of market structure that would permit anti-trust action. It is possible that it is the cases not filed (i.e. cases in which the presence of the threat of an antidumping case supports collusion) really do yield high costs, but this seems improbable. It is ironic that, in a literature that stresses the disconnect between norms in anti-trust and norms in contingent protection, the implicit presumption among antidumping scholars is the Harvard presumption (i.e. that markets are presumed imperfectly competitive—mainly because this raises the costs of antidumping), rather than the Chicago presumption (i.e. that the market is presumed competitive).

\textsuperscript{13}In contrast to Dixit and Stiglitz (1977) and Krugman (1979) we model countries here as endowment economies as in Anderson and VanWinecoo (2003) . Hence, we do not introduce separate variables for the number of firms in each economy, but we use the distribution parameter $\beta_i$ to indicate a country’s mass in world supply.
where $Y_j$ is country $j$’s income (GDP), $p_i$ is the mill price of differentiated products in $i$, and $t_{ij} \geq 1$ is a trade cost index such that $t_{ij} - 1$ is the fraction of consumer prices that accrues to (tariff and non-tariff) trade costs. Maximizing (1) subject to (2) determines demand (gross of trade costs) of consumers in $j$ for the single variety originating from $i$ as

$$X_{ij} = Y_j \left( \frac{p_i t_{ij}}{P_j} \right)^{1-\sigma} ,$$

where the aggregate price of the consumption bundle of consumers in $j$ under CES preferences ($P_j$) is determined as

$$P_j = \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{N} (\beta \frac{p_i t_{ij}}{P_j})^{1-\sigma} \right]^\frac{1}{1-\sigma} .$$

In an important recent contribution, Anderson and Van Wincoop (2003) illustrate how the condition of goods market clearing reflected in

$$Y_j = P_i \sum_{j=1}^{N} X_{ij} c_{ij} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} X_{ij}$$

with that of symmetric trade frictions $t_{ij} = t_{ji}$ may be used to reformulate (3) as

$$X_{ij} = \frac{Y_j Y_{ij}}{Y_W} \left( \frac{t_{ij}}{P_i P_j} \right)^{1-\sigma} ,$$

where $Y_{iW} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} Y_i = \sum_{j=1}^{N} Y_j$ is world income.

Similarly, defining $\theta_i = Y_i / Y_{iW}$ and $\theta_j = Y_j / Y_{jW}$, expressions for price indices $P_i, P_j$ that obey goods market clearing can be found as

$$P_i = \left[ \sum_{j=1}^{N} \theta_j \left( \frac{t_{ij}}{P_j} \right)^{1-\sigma} \right]^\frac{1}{1-\sigma} , \quad P_j = \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{N} \theta_i \left( \frac{t_{ij}}{P_i} \right)^{1-\sigma} \right]^\frac{1}{1-\sigma} .$$

Since the price index functions in (6) are non-linear in both trade frictions and the parameters, Anderson and Van Wincoop (2003) derive a non-linear estimation procedure that obtains estimates of the impact of trade frictions on trade volumes.\textsuperscript{14} Recently, Baier

\textsuperscript{14}Their focus is on the border effect for trade across US states and Canadian provinces relative to intra-national trade among these regions. However, the argument naturally extends to estimating the impact of trade frictions on trade volumes in such a model in general.
and Bergstrand (2006) suggest using a log-linear first-order Taylor series approximation of Anderson and VanWincoop’s (2003) model. An advantage of the latter approach is its computational simplicity and its performance which has been shown to obtain parameter estimates that are very close to the ones relying on the non-linear procedure.

Baier and Bergstrand rewrite the price index terms in (6) as

\[ e^{(1-\sigma)\ln P_i} = \sum_{j=1}^{N} e^{\theta_{ij} + (1-\sigma)\ln t_{ij}} \ln P_i, \quad e^{(1-\sigma)\ln P_j} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} e^{\theta_{ij} + (1-\sigma)\ln t_{ij}} \ln P_j, \quad (7) \]

and then apply a first-order log-linear Taylor-series expansion centered at the symmetric, non-zero trade cost equilibrium with cross-section data, \( t \equiv t_{ij} \neq 1 \) and \( P \equiv t^{\frac{1}{2}} \neq 1.\)

This yields the following approximate log inverse price index expressions corresponding to (7) for a symmetric world with trade frictions

\[ -\ln P_i^{1-\sigma} = (\sigma - 1) \left[ \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \ln t_{ij} - \frac{1}{2} \frac{1}{N^2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \ln t_{ij} \right], \]

\[ -\ln P_j^{1-\sigma} = (\sigma - 1) \left[ \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \ln t_{ji} - \frac{1}{2} \frac{1}{N^2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \ln t_{ji} \right]. \quad (8) \]

The first-order Taylor-series approximation to the gravity model, evaluated at symmetric but non-zero trade frictions, for bilateral panel data in logs then reads

\[ \ln X_{ijt} = \ln Y_{it} + \ln Y_{jt} - \ln Y_{W,lt} - (\sigma - 1) \ln t_{ijt} \]

\[ + (\sigma - 1) \left[ \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \ln t_{ijt} - \frac{1}{2} \frac{1}{N^2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \ln t_{ijt} \right] \]

\[ + (\sigma - 1) \left[ \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \ln t_{jit} - \frac{1}{2} \frac{1}{N^2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \ln t_{jit} \right]. \quad (9) \]

Note that we have only outlined the deterministic part of the model in the above analysis. We follow the majority of previous work on the estimation of bilateral trade flow models

15 They provide an alternative linearization at the zero-trade-cost equilibrium \( t \equiv t_{ij} = 1 \) and \( P \equiv P_i = 1. \) However, the latter seems less plausible from an empirical point of view.
by assuming that the stochastic part is linearly separable in a specification in logs as in (9).\textsuperscript{16} With panel data, the stochastic part of the model (let us refer to it as $u_{ijt}$) distinguishes between two components: one that is constant across periods (the between country-pairs dimension of the data) and the remaining part (the within country-pairs dimension of the data – Glick and Rose (2002), referred to the latter as the time-series dimension). In formal accounts, the overall stochastic component for country-pair $ij$ and year $t$ may be written as

$$u_{ijt} = \mu_{ij} + \nu_{ijt}. \quad (10)$$

Clearly, $\mu_{ij}$ is the time-invariant part of the error term, while $\nu_{ijt}$ is an idiosyncratic disturbance term. There are two main options for modeling $\mu_{ij}$. First, assuming a specific functional form $\mu_{ij}$ could be modeled as random. However, for this to obtain consistent model parameter estimates all observables included in the model have to be independent not only of $\nu_{ijt}$ but also of $\mu_{ij}$. Otherwise, the parameter estimates are biased and inconsistent. Second, one can estimate the parameter $\mu_{ij}$ for each country-pair $ij$. Obviously this is less efficient than assuming $\mu_{ij}$ as random. Implicitly, it means that we have to estimate not only a single constant for the model but one for each country-pair. Since the number of country-pairs is much larger than the available time periods in typical gravity models, the parameters $\mu_{ij}$ will be highly inaccurate. However, usually we are not interested in the estimates of $\mu_{ij}$ but rather in the parameters of the covariates in the model. While their parameters will also be less accurate than in a model where $\mu_{ij}$ is random, the fixed country-pair effects estimator is immune to the problem of possible correlation between the covariates and the $\mu_{ij}$. Therefore, the model with a fixed $\mu_{ij}$ is a benchmark case and the one with a random $\mu_{ij}$ needs to obtain parameter estimates for the covariates that are very similar to the fixed $\mu_{ij}$ estimator. Hence, the reliability of the random country-pair effects model is testable (see Hausman, 1978) and with bilateral trade volume data it is typically significantly rejected against its fixed country-pair effects counterpart (see Glick and Rose, 2002; Cheng and Wall, 2005). While this might be seen

\textsuperscript{16}See Santos Silva and Tenreyro (2006) for an exception.
as a problem of panel data, in fact it only raises serious concerns about parameters in cross-section models. The random country-pair effects estimator can be shown to be a weighted average of the fixed country-pair effects model and a time-averaged cross-section model (see Baltagi, 2005). Under the outlined assumptions, rejection of the random effects model due to correlation between the covariates and the $\mu_{ij}$ implies that the cross-section estimates are biased and inconsistent. Since previous evidence on gravity models points in that direction, we focus on panel econometric fixed effects estimates throughout.

While ours is not the first attempt to apply such techniques in the context of gravity models, their introduction in the literature on the quantification of trade volume response to trade policy is novel to the best of our knowledge.\footnote{Baier and Bergstrand (forthcoming) provide an analysis of the trade friction effects with panel data. While they include fixed effects to avoid biased estimates of the parameters, a compulsory quantification of the effect of trade frictions cannot be retrieved in their case (see Feenstra, 2004).}

4 Data description

While the model of Anderson and VanWincoop (2003), and Baier and Bergstrand’s (2006) approximation thereof, can be used for a gravity model-based quantification of the trade friction impact on trade volumes in general, previous work focused on the estimation of border effects.\footnote{More precisely, that research was targeted towards an explanation of the strong, negative effect of national borders on trade volumes among Canadian provinces and U.S. states as compared to that of state and province borders on inter-regional trade within these two countries.} By way of contrast, our goal is to analyze the bilateral and multi-lateral responses of trade volumes to trade impediments in general and to antidumping investigations in particular.

4.1 Trade volumes and GDP

We use bilateral export volumes ($X_{ijt}$) and exporter as well as importer GDPs ($Y_{it}, Y_{jt}$) as published by the International Monetary Fund (IMF). The corresponding figures are expressed in nominal U.S. dollars and span the period from 1960 to 2002 at the annual level. Bilateral export data are based on the Direction of Trade statistics and GDP is...
available from the International Financial Statistics.

4.2 Geographical and cultural trade frictions

Geographical trade frictions are well-known for their robust negative impact on bilateral trade flows. In particular, geographical distance and (the absence of) common borders should be mentioned here (e.g. Bergstrand 1985; 1989; Anderson and VanWincoop 2004). We compute bilateral great circle distances ($DIST_{ij}$) between two countries’ capitals based on the longitude and latitude as published in the CIA World Factbook. The same source provides information on a country’s common borders with other economies. Since our focus is on trade frictions, we depart from previous research by designing a dummy variable that takes the value one in the absence of a common border and zero otherwise ($NBORD_{ij}$). Furthermore, we follow the same principle by defining a cultural (language) distance variable that is one in the absence of a common official language and zero otherwise ($NLANG_{ij}$).

4.3 Political trade frictions: regional trade agreements and antidumping investigations

We use several different binary political trade friction indicators. Most importantly for the purposes of this paper, we employ variables giving the number of antidumping investigations of importer against its exporting trading partner.\footnote{Data on antidumping investigations are collected from various sources. First of all, we take advantage of Chad Bown’s series of antidumping cases from the year 1980 onwards. The data are available in tables format at http://people.brandeis.edu/~cbown/global_ad/. In fact, much more information is available there than we make use of and these data may be a rich source for future research.}

In addition to Bown’s data, we have compiled data on bilateral antidumping investigations before 1980. In particular, data on the European Union’s (then, the European Community’s) investigations are collected in the appendix to Beseler and Williams (1986). The data on Australia, South Africa, United Kingdom, and the United States stem from the from the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs (GATT), in particular the supplement to its Basic Instruments and Selected Documents and national sources (give details).

Note that Zanardi (2006) provides information at the unilateral level by summarizing the investigations at the investigator country level as available from the GATT’s supplement to its Basic Instruments and Selected Documents publication. While Zanardi’s article is a rich source as well, it is not useful for our purpose due to the absence of country-pair information for investigations and the aggregation across years
antidumping activity to construct two variables (and lags thereof) for use in our empirical models. The first is a count variable reflecting the number of antidumping investigations importing country \(j\) has initiated against exporting country \(i\) in year \(t\) (\(AD_{ijt}\)). We expect the parameter of \(AD_{ijt}\) to be negative if concurrent antidumping investigations impede exports of a country whose firms have been filed on. In addition, we use the cumulative number of antidumping investigations for a country-pair, indicating how many antidumping investigations economy \(j\) has launched against country \(i\) until year \(t\) (\(CAD_{ijt}\)). Furthermore, we allow for a separate impact of an accumulation of investigations at the country-pair level. The latter would reflect a particularly long memory in trade response to earlier investigations.

Following other work, we use information on (the absence of) common regional trade agreement membership for each country-pair and year, one for customs unions (\(NCU_{ijt}\)) and the other one for free trade areas (\(NFTA_{ijt}\)) as notified to the WTO.\(^{20}\)

### 4.4 Definition of the trade friction variable \(t_{ijt}\)

While we have used a single symbol \(t_{ijt}\) for trade costs in section 3, the preceding subsections suggest that \(t_{ijt}\) is an aggregate of \(AD_{ijt}\), \(CAD_{ijt}\), \(NCU_{ijt}\), \(NFTA_{ijt}\), \(DIST_{ij}\), \(NBORD_{ij}\), and \(NLANG_{ij}\).\(^{21}\) In the aggregation, we follow the literature by assuming a prior to 1958.

\(^{20}\)In the sensitivity analysis summarized in Table 2, we allow for a further impact of other preferential trade agreements notified to the WTO, WTO non-membership of either one or two countries of a pair, and the absence of currency arrangements such as currency union, currency peg, or currency band membership as documented by the IMF. Also, we consider the role of once and twice lagged antidumping (\(AD_{ij,t-1}\), \(AD_{ij,t-2}\), \(CAD_{ij,t-1}\), \(CAD_{ij,t-2}\)) and, finally, we use an exporter’s antidumping investigations against the importer (\(AD_{jit}\), \(CAD_{jit}\)) as additional control variables there to capture dynamic effects of antidumping and sluggish response of trade flows to antidumping.

\(^{21}\)Analogously, the other trade friction indicators mentioned above will be included in the sensitivity analysis of Sub-section 5.2.
log-linear functional form

\[
\ln t_{ijt} = \alpha_1 AD_{ijt} + \alpha_2 CAD_{ijt} + \alpha_3 NCU_{ijt} + \alpha_4 NFTA_{ijt} + \alpha_5 \ln DIST_{ij} + \alpha_6 NBORD_{ij} + \alpha_7 NLANG_{ij}. \tag{11}
\]

Following Anderson and VanWincoop (2003), we use \( x_{ijt} \equiv \ln X_{ijt} - \ln Y_{it} - \ln Y_{jt} \) instead of \( X_{ijt} \) as the left-hand-side variable in the sequel.

To implement the Baier-Bergstrand approximation, for each variable in \( \ln t_{ijt} \) we collect terms in (9) into a variable indicated by a tilde. For instance, the corresponding term for \( \ln DIST_{ij} \) by using the first-order Taylor-series approximation evaluated at an equilibrium with symmetric but non-zero trade frictions as in (9) reads \( \ln \tilde{DIST}_{ij} \equiv \ln DIST_{ij} - \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \ln DIST_{ij} + \frac{1}{2N^2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \ln DIST_{ij} \), and similarly for all other trade barrier variables. Note that the latter approximation reveals an analogy to the two-way panel data within estimator (here, with fixed exporter-by-time and importer-by-time effects). Variable \( \ln \tilde{DIST}_{ij} \) is defined as the exporter-by-year and importer-by-year demeaned \((\frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \ln DIST_{ij} = \frac{1}{2N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \ln DIST_{ij})\) plus the 'grand' mean \( \frac{1}{2N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \ln DIST_{ij} \), and similarly for the other trade barrier variables. The grand mean must be added, since it is part of each \( \frac{1}{2N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \ln DIST_{ij} \). Hence, with exporter-by-time and importer-by-time demeaning it is subtracted twice from \( \ln DIST_{ij} \) which needs to be corrected to render the explanatory variables appropriately centered. The only difference to the two-way within model is that the left-hand-side is not demeaned in the Baier and Bergstrand (2006) approach.

Inserting (11) in (9) and using the above definitions yields

\[
\ln x_{ijt} = - \ln Y_{W,t} - (\sigma - 1) \ln \alpha_1 \ln \tilde{AD}_{ijt} - (\sigma - 1)\alpha_2 \tilde{CAD}_{ijt} - (\sigma - 1)\alpha_3 \tilde{NCU}_{ijt} - (\sigma - 1)\alpha_4 \tilde{NFTA}_{ijt} - (\sigma - 1)\alpha_5 \ln \tilde{DIST}_{ij} - (\sigma - 1)\alpha_6 \tilde{NBORD}_{ij} - (\sigma - 1)\alpha_7 \tilde{NLANG}_{ij} + u_{ijt}. \tag{12}
\]
The specification in (12) could be estimated by either adding $\ln Y_{W;t}$ to both sides of the model or, in a less restrictive approach, by replacing $-\ln Y_{W;t}$ by fixed time effects.\textsuperscript{22} If the number of country-pairs in the data is as large as in our application, one can apply a country-pair within estimator to eliminate the possible correlation of the covariates with $\mu_{ij}$. The parameter estimates $\alpha_k$ for $k = 1, ..., 4$ are then the fixed effects benchmark coefficients.

5 Panel data estimates of the impact of antidumping investigations on trade volumes

5.1 Baseline results

In the empirical analysis, we proceed in two steps. First, we estimate the counterpart to (12) that uses non-demeaned trade friction variables on the right-hand side. While this model accounts for the possible influence of time-invariant variables, it ignores the impact of multilateral resistance on trade volume.\textsuperscript{23} Second, we summarize the findings of the transformed model as in (12). A comparison of the corresponding model outcome with that one based on the properly demeaned model sheds light on the importance of multilateral versus bilateral effects of trade frictions on trade volume in general and of antidumping in particular. The null hypothesis of a zero impact of multilateral resistance is even testable.

We run each of these two models by pooled ordinary least-squares (OLS) and the fixed country-pair effects estimator. Pooled OLS assumes that the included explanatory variables are uncorrelated with the time-invariant unobservables that are collected in the between error term ($\mu_{ij}$) while the fixed effects model does not. Since the geographical and cultural variables in the model ($\ln DIST_{ij}, NBORD_{ij}, NLANG_{ij}$) are time-invariant,\textsuperscript{22} the coefficient of $-\ln Y_{W;t}$ does not have to be unity any more.

\textsuperscript{23}With panel data, the multilateral resistance terms can principally be captured by fixed exporter-by-time and importer-by-time effects—see Baltagi, Egger and Pfaffermayr (2003) for such a model. However, with a large data set as ours this involves a huge matrix of dummy variables that is infeasible to handle by standard computer hardware.
they will be wiped out by the fixed country-pair effects estimator so that their coefficients are only reported with pooled OLS.

Table 1 provides a summary of the mentioned four models. The results suggest the following conclusions. First, the test statistics reject the pooled OLS Models A and C against their fixed country-pair effects counterparts B and D. Second, Models A and B ignore the role of multilateral resistance and are rejected against their cum-multilateral-resistance-term counterparts, Models C and D. Since Model D is clearly preferable on econometric grounds over Models A-C, we focus on the discussion of the corresponding parameters in the sequel.

The point estimates for the parameter of $AD_{ijt}$ indicates that a single antidumping investigation exerts a significantly negative, contemporaneous impact on bilateral export of about $e^{-0.973} \approx -7.03\%$. According to the much smaller (in absolute value) and insignificant parameter of $CAD_{ijt}$, there is no indication of a long memory in trade responsiveness to antidumping in that model. Hence, investigations of an importer against an exporter in the past do not impede concurrent trade volume.

5.2 Sensitivity analysis

Before turning to the quantification of the impact of antidumping investigations on trade volume, we provide a sensitivity analysis of the baseline estimates in Table 1. Overall, we provide nine alternative sets of results for the parameters of interest (namely, those of $AD_{ijt}$ and $CAD_{ijt}$). Our findings are summarized in Table 2A.

--- Table 2A ---

**Experiment (i) - including further trade friction variables:** In a first step, we augment our specification of Model D by six additional covariates related to trade frictions:

---

24 Note that this reflects only the direct impact of $AD_{ijt}$ on trade volume. A valid quantification of the effect of antidumping investigations is quite tricky, here, since we have to compute the associated change of $AD_{ijt}$ through an increase in $AD_{ijt}$ for all country-pairs.
absence of preferential (other than customs union of free trade area) membership; absence of WTO membership for one of the two countries; absence of WTO membership for both countries; absence of currency union membership; absence of currency peg membership; absence of currency band membership. Most of these variables have been shown to affect trade volumes. As we note in the introduction, all of these variables have been shown, at least in some analyses, to significantly affect trade patterns. Indeed, we find that these variables exert a jointly significant (at one percent) impact on bilateral exports. However, their omission does not influence the point estimates of the parameters of interest, $\beta_{AD_{ijt}}$ and $\beta_{CAD_{ijt}}$.

Experiments (ii) and (iii) - dynamic effects of antidumping: By accounting for $AD_{ijt}$ and $CAD_{ijt}$, Model D accounts for a dynamic effect of antidumping on trade volume, but in a very crude way. In Experiment (ii) we include once lagged levels of our antidumping variables ($AD_{ij,t-1}$, $CAD_{ij,t-1}$) to the specification in Experiment (i), and in Experiment (iii) we additionally include the twice lagged levels thereof ($AD_{ij,t-2}$, $CAD_{ij,t-2}$). Hence, these specifications capture time-variant influence of contemporaneous versus lagged antidumping investigations as in autoregressive distributed lag models. Since we are interested in the long-run effects of antidumping in the sequel, we report its cumulated impact with these two experiments—$\beta_{AD_{ijt}} + \beta_{AD_{ij,t-1}} (\beta_{AD_{ij,t-2}})$ and $\beta_{CAD_{ijt}} + \beta_{CAD_{ij,t-1}} (\beta_{CAD_{ij,t-2}})$, respectively. We find that the fixed effects estimator of Model D substantially underestimates the impact of both current and cumulative investigations; however, we also find that the inclusion of a second lag provides essentially no additional impact on trade volume.\footnote{This holds true although not only the once lagged but also the twice lagged antidumping investigation variables contribute significantly to the model. We have run specifications with even more than two lags, but the results remain stable. Notice that—unlike Vandenbussche and Zanardi (2006) we do not exclude contemporaneous effects of antidumping when including lagged variables. When only including lagged antidumping variables as in Vandenbussche and Zanardi, the model would pick up only about 50\% of the long run impact as well.}

Experiment (iv) - the exporter’s investigations and their impact on bilateral export volume: In the next experiment, we include the exporter’s antidumping investigation variables $AD_{jit}$ and $CAD_{jit}$, respectively, in addition to the covariates in Ex-
periment (iii). We do so to make sure that we do not ascribe an effect to the importer’s investigations that in fact is due to exporter activity. Again, these two variables contribute significantly to the explanation of bilateral, normalized export volume. However, the parameters of interest are not statistically different from those in Experiment (iii) as can be seen from the point estimates and the t-statistics reported in Table 2A.

Experiment (v) - systematically missing trade values: Recent research provides an explanation of zero trade among trading partners with particular characteristics (e.g. Evenett and Venables, 2002; Felbermayr and Kohler, forthcoming; Helpman, Melitz and Rubinstein, 2006). With a log-linear model like ours, the dependent variable may be missing for three reasons: bilateral trade is truly zero; bilateral trade values are not reported; or GDP values are not available. As a result, selection into the sample might lead to a biased impact of the antidumping investigation parameters of interest. We check for the sensitivity of the findings by correcting the specification as in Experiment (iv) for sample selection bias. We follow Wooldridge (1995) by applying a sample selection model that is suitable for panel data with fixed effects. This model rests on inverse Mills’ ratios as selection correction variables that are based on annual probit models. These probit models employ the multilateral resistance transformed and untransformed variables as in Experiment (iv) and time-invariant geographical and cultural determinants (see Footnote f in Table 2A for details). In all years, these variables possess high joint relevance (they are significant at one percent throughout). A test of sample selection following Wooldridge (1995) indicates that there is significant (at one percent) selection into the sample conditional on this specification. However, there is little impact on the point estimates of the parameters of interest.

Experiment (vi) - accounting for zero trade flows in a Poisson quasi-maximum-likelihood model: Recently, Santos Silva and Tenreyro (2006) suggest accounting for zero bilateral trade flows in a Poisson model. There, only the right-hand-side of the

\footnote{Zero trade and missing trade values are typically not satisfactorily distinguishable in trade matrices.}

\footnote{We do not use the model as of Experiment (v) since the use of GDP in the selection model leads to an unnecessary loss of observations.}

\footnote{Cross-section procedures as in Helpman et al. (2006) or Felbermayr and Kohler (forthcoming), are not applicable in this case, as pointed out by Wooldridge (1995).}
specification is logarithmically transformed but not the dependent variable. Hence, zero trade flows are not dropped by log-transforming the model. In our data-set, there are 588,095 zero bilateral export values across all years. Hence, the number of observations in the Poisson model is 882,451 while it was only 294,356 in the log-export-based specifications. For the sake of consistent estimates, we follow the Mundlak-Chamberlain device and include country-pair means of all explanatory variables in the model along with the original variables. This leads to parameter estimates for the original variables that are to be interpreted as within country-pair estimates as in the previous models. Additionally, the estimates are based on heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors as suggested by Santos Silva and Tenreyro (2006). Obviously, the estimated impact of AD and CAD is similar to the baseline results. While the point estimate for the impact of AD on bilateral exports is higher than before, the parameter is not significantly different from the original estimates.

Experiment (vii) - using the number of impositions of preliminary antidumping measures instead of the investigations: We might reasonably expect that the primary effect of antidumping on trade comes only with the actual imposition of antidumping duties. Unfortunately, neither Bown’s data (which begin in 1980) nor the data we have been able to collect permit us to treat this question over the entire GATT/WTO time period. Thus, as an additional experiment, we consider the subperiod from 1980.\textsuperscript{29} Interestingly, the results point to a somewhat smaller point estimate of the long run impact of impositions that for investigations for the longer time span. However, the parameter estimates are not significantly different between Experiments (iv) and (vi).\textsuperscript{30}

Experiments (viii) - using GDP-weighted rather than simple averages in the Baier and Bergstrand (2006) approach to account for multilateral resistance: Baier and Bergstrand suggest an alternative specification of multilateral resistance, where the original trade friction variables are not transformed by subtracting simple ex-

\textsuperscript{29}This will also permit better comparison with Vandenbussche and Zanardi (2006), whose strongest results are derived in a specification with imposition of antidumping duties.

\textsuperscript{30}One explanation for this may be the high correlation between non-transformed and transformed antidumping investigations and the impositions of antidumping measures. The correlation coefficients amount to 0.64 (investigations) and 0.62, respectively.
porter and importer means but rather GDP-weighted ones. The latter transformation is associated with a Taylor-series approximation around the zero trade friction equilibrium. This specification leads to a lower point estimate of the $AD$ impact. However, this effect is estimated at less precision than the original ones so that it is not significantly different from the baseline estimates.

Based on the analysis in this section we will generally use the specification in experiment (iv) as our main framework. In addition, we will compare the results from this specification against ones that are based on applied measures as in experiment (vii).

5.3 Discussion of Hypotheses on Trade Volume Effects of Anti-dumping

In section 2 we presented four broad classes of channel that the literature on antidumping has identified as affecting trade volumes: direct protection effects; effects due to contingent nature of protection; effects due to non-MFN nature of protection; and effects due to firm-specific nature of protection. In section 3 we developed the model that resulted in our empirical specification in equation (12). In this section we express the predicted effects as hypotheses of this model and present some estimates of these effects. Section 5.4 will present our analysis of the quantitative magnitude of the major effects.

The most obvious implementation of our key question is to ask whether the use of antidumping by country $j$ on the imports from country $i$ (implemented as exports from $i$ to $j$) reduces the volume of those imports. In terms of the specification in equation (12), this implies that $\alpha_1 < 0$. As the estimates reported in table 2A suggest, we find a statistically significant negative effect of antidumping in the year of initiation. In our sensitivity analysis, we also considered one and two period lags of $AD$, both of which are significant. More importantly, it is clear that inclusion of one lag is necessary to capture the effects of antidumping on trade in a given period, but that the second lag contributes little to the analysis. Because the data on applied measures are not available for many countries over the entire time period of interest, we have defined our $AD$ (and
$CAD$) variables in terms of initiations. Given data availability and a reasonably high correlation between initiations and application of duties, this seems a sensible strategy. However, experiment (iv) directly examines number of cases in which duties were applied as a robustness check. Consistent with our expectations, $\alpha_1$ is negative and statistically significant with a magnitude roughly similar (in fact, slightly smaller) to the value of the parameter estimated in our baseline specification estimated on initiations.$^{31}$

– Table 2B –

It is interesting to note that the coefficient on our $CAD$ variable, $\alpha_2$, is greater than zero. This variable is intended to pick up the long-run effects of $AD$ in the relevant dyad. We capture the contemporaneous, the once-lagged, and the twice-lagged impact in $\alpha_1$, so those countries that applied many AD-measures in the past now have fewer of them.$^{32}$ For the overall impact of $AD$ note that a country’s cumulative number of AD actions grows by definition, while contemporaneous ADs may increase or fall over time. Altogether, the cumulative impact (through $\alpha_2$) reduces the contemporaneous one. The smaller the change relative to a dyad’s average number of AD actions across the years in a given time span, the smaller is the reduction of the direct impact of $AD$ (through $\alpha_1$; for a given dyadic change in $AD$ over time) by that of the cumulative one (through $\alpha_2$). Hence, $\alpha_2 \cdot CAD$ reduces the impact of $\alpha_1 \cdot AD$, and this reduction depends on the level and change in both $AD$ and $CAD$.$^{33}$ This effect might be picking up some of the retaliation effects, to which we now turn.

– Table 2C –

$^{31}$Using data from Bown’s dataset, so covering the period 1980-2001, we also considered specifications in which $AD$ was implemented as each component: duties; suspension agreements; and price undertakings. Specifications involving the contemporaneous values, one and two lags of these variables were considered. With the exception of a specification in which two lags of price undertakings were considered, none of these achieved conventional levels of significance. The specification involving one and two lags of the price-undertaking variable was significantly negative, though the cumulative impact of the two lags was not significant. See table 2B.

$^{32}$This is precisely the pattern of use that we see in figures 2 and 3, where both initiations and implementations by traditional users have declined over time while use by new users has increased dramatically.

$^{33}$It should be noted that, since our framework explicitly incorporates multilateral resistance, the overall impact of AD activity (both contemporaneous and cumulative) also depend on what happens in the other dyads.
Retaliation is a more complex direct effect of antidumping. We saw in section 2 that retaliation has both a trade reducing and and trade increasing effect, and that these effects might be conveyed by simply adopting an AD mechanism; by initiation, and/or by implementation. Thus, we consider a number of specifications. Specifically, we construct a dummy which takes the value of unity if the exporter (country \( i \)) initiated an AD action against the importer (country \( j \)) in period \( t \) or any other year before. We also consider this variable interacted with the number of AD actions. We then use these variables in both specifications (iii) and (iv). From the first four cases in table 2C, it can be seen that not only are these new variables not significant, but the values of \( \alpha_1 \) and \( \alpha_2 \) are essentially unchanged. Finally, we consider a specification with three dummy variables: one each for whether the importer and exporter possess an AD mechanism (variable takes unity if yes), and an interaction term if both possess an AD mechanism. If retaliation were significant, we would expect the interaction term to be significant.\(^{34}\) This is not the case. Thus, unless we want to consider \( CAD \) and \( \alpha_2 \cdot CAD \) as evidence of retaliation, we find no evidence in favor of this hypothesis.

– Table 2D –

The second set of hypotheses involves contingent protection effects, or what Vandenbussche and Zanardi (2006) call the "global chilling effect". In table 2D we report three specifications in the spirit of VZ: using the sum of all AD initiations by country \( j \) against any country in year \( t \), in addition to the dyad-by-year specific terms; using the sum of all AD implementations by country \( j \) against any country in year \( t \), in addition to the dyad-by-year specific terms; and introducing both of these variables at the same time.\(^{35}\) In no case are these variables significant, and the sign pattern among specifications is also unstable. Thus, we find no evidence in favor of "global chilling". It might be worthwhile to consider why we end up with such different results. Using our notation, VZ consider

\(^{34}\) The individual dummies take the same signs as the count variables tapping the same policies. Note that, again, the parameters of the \( AD \) and \( CAD \) variables are essentially unchanged.

\(^{35}\) We can only use the full sample for the first specification. For the other two we can only use 1980-2001.
the following framework:

\[ \ln X_{ijt} = \rho \ln X_{ij,t-1} + z_{ijt}' \delta + \phi_1 Adoption_{jt} + \phi_2 Use_{jt} + \beta_i + \gamma_j + \lambda_t + \varepsilon_{ijt}, \] (13)

where variables are in logs and \( z_{ijt} \) is a vector of standard gravity model control variables.\(^{36}\)

Note that, the subscripts on the variable "Use" are \( jt \). That is, the variable of interest applies all antidumping actions by country \( i \) in period \( t \) to all of its trading partners. Furthermore, note that VZ's specification only captures multilateral resistance if the price index terms are time-invariant (which they are not). Even if they were, the model is not really suited to compute the "marginal effect" of antidumping, since part of that effect is buried in the multilateral resistance terms. Hence, unless one models multilateral resistance, there is no way to extract information about the marginal effects. Moreover, the VZ model assumes that the explanatory variables are uncorrelated with unobserved, dyad-specific (geographical, cultural, political) variables that are captured in the error term. This can be tested by means of a Hausman test. For our data, VZ's error structure is rejected against ours.

VZ find their strongest results by focussing on groups of countries that they call "strong new users" and "strong traditional users".\(^{37}\) The core results of the paper are those for the "new users". Here VZ claim that they have something like a natural experiment, with the treatment group being the "strong users" and the control group being weak users (non-

\(^{36}\)These include: importer and exporter GDP; importer and exporter population; distance; real exchange rate between importer and exporter; openness index of the importing country; and dummies for common border, common language, common colonial history, WTO membership, membership in a common regional trade association.

\(^{37}\)VZ's definitions of both "traditional" and "strong" are problematic. "Traditional" is defined relative to data availability: countries with antidumping mechanisms in place prior to 1980 (when the data VZ use start) are deemed "traditional" users. A better definition of "traditional" might be pre-GATT (1947), but that would give only a handful of countries (Canada, Australia, US, the UK, New Zealand, and South Africa). Toughness for traditional users is defined in terms of how long the country has had an antidumping mechanism, so all traditional users under the pre-GATT rule are traditional tough users (except the EU which is treated as a traditional tough user, even though it only has an AD mechanism after 1968; and South Africa is a weak user, even though it adopted an AD mechanism in 1914). The problem with this should be obvious: the "traditional tough users" are the core of the GATT/WTO system. Not only has their liberalization been extraordinary (measured both by protection eliminated and increased volume of trade), but their commitment to a Liberal trading system has underwritten the historically unprecedented half century of continuous liberalization in the world as a whole.
users are not in the sample). Unfortunately, there are two fundamental problems with this interpretation. First, there is clearly selection into the "strong user" group. Second, and perhaps more importantly, the "strong new user" group contains five countries (if we include the five strong traditional users, that gives 10 strong users out of 149 WTO members!). Given problems with the VZ’s definition of "strong traditional users", it is hard to conclude that this constitutes strong evidence of a "global chilling effect" of antidumping in general.

The third set of hypotheses relates to effects flowing from the non-MFN nature of AD protection. The essential issue here is trade diversion. In thinking about trade diversion in the context of a gravity model, there are several important things to note. First, the direct impact of a country’s AD investigations on dyadic exports - given everybody else - is identical to the parameter in Table 2 (of course, our left-hand-side variable is in logs, so the elasticity in percent would be about $100 \cdot (e^{\alpha_1} - 1)$). Second, the impact on the average dyadic number of AD investigations for the average exporter in year $t$ is quite small as is that on the average dyadic number of AD investigations for the average importer. The impact on the overall average dyadic number of AD investigations for all pairs is even smaller. The negative of the change in exporter-by-time average number of AD investigations minus that of the importer-by-time average number of AD investigations plus that of the time average number of AD investigations is the third-country change [i.e. $\Delta (-\overline{AD}_{jt} - \overline{AD}_{it} + \overline{AD}_{it})$, where $\Delta$ is the first difference operator]. Recall that - in contrast to the following table - we’re talking about the ‘marginal’ impact of a single AD investigation on bilateral trade here. Clearly, the direct impact of AD on trade is captured by $\alpha_1 \Delta AD_{ijt} = \alpha_1$ from which it follows that the effect due to multilateral resistance is $\alpha_1 \Delta (-\overline{AD}_{jt} - \overline{AD}_{it} + \overline{AD}_{it}) < 1$; since the parameter for both effects is the same, the diversion effect is smaller than the creation effect (of course, since $\alpha_1 < 0$, here, we’re faced with a negative creation effect). Beyond that, we may say that with a world-wide increase of usage, the diversion effect will decline, since the means will be affected less.

\footnote{Note that the effect of a unitary change in AD on exports is not well approximated by $100 \cdot (e^{\alpha_1} - 1)$ in a semi-log model as indicated by Van Garderen and Shah (2002).}
than before by a unitary increase of a single country’s AD investigations but the direct effect is always multiplied by $\Delta AD_{ijt} = 1$. The latter has some interesting implications. For instance, if there is a clustered entry into the group of AD mechanism access-group, the diversion effect for a single country is smaller in the phase of clustered entry while it is relatively larger in a phase without clustered entry and usage. On the other hand, the world-wide overall diversion effect is then large, since all countries together have a sizeable impact on the change of the means.

The final set of hypotheses relates to effects flowing from the firm-specific protection effects. We considered two broad arguments here: harassment; and strategic effects. In the case of harassment, we would expect the effect to flow from initiation, so we can use our full dataset. The hypothesis would be $\alpha_1 < 0$. In the case of strategic effects, it is not clear whether we should be focusing on intiations or implementations, but in either case the hypothesis is $\alpha_1 < 0$. As with the hypothesis of general direct effects we do find a statistically significant negative impact of both initiation and implementation. Since these three hypotheses make observationally equivalent predictions, our results do not allow us to choose between hypotheses.\textsuperscript{39} We can, however, consider the magnitudes involved. We consider this in the next section.

5.4 Quantification of the antidumping effect on trade volume between 1960 and 2000

Because we expect antidumping activity to affect long-run, as well as current, trade, we use the model as in Experiment (iv) of Table 2 to quantify the impact on exports among the covered economies. For this, we compare the contribution of antidumping alone to the predicted change in various aggregates of the normalized export volume between 1960 and 2000. Denote the predicted change in normalized exports by $\Delta \ln \hat{x}_{ij} \equiv \ln \hat{x}_{ij,2001} - \ln \hat{x}_{ij,1960}$

\textsuperscript{39}As we noted in section 2: for strategic effects to be macroeconomically significant (and thus show up in analysis of the sort we consider here) would require implausible market structure conditions at the global level; and econometric work at the microeconomic level has not found much in the way of support for the harassment hypothesis (Staiger and Wolak, 1994, 1996). Thus, we are predisposed to believe that the effects we have identified flow from direct effects.
\( \ln \hat{x}_{ij,1960} \) and the corresponding counterfactual change, where \( \hat{AD}_{ij,2000} \) and \( \hat{CAD}_{ij,2000} \) (and their lags) are replaced by \( \hat{AD}_{ij,1960} \) and \( \hat{CAD}_{ij,1960} \) (and their lags) in \( \ln \hat{x}_{ij,2001} \). Denote the corresponding counterfactual change by \( (\Delta \ln \hat{x}_{ij}^c) \). The difference between the two, \( \Delta \ln \hat{x}_{ij} - \Delta \ln \hat{x}_{ij}^c \) is an estimate of the impact of antidumping investigations on trade between 1960 and 2000. The overall impact on export volume is the net effect of recent (\( AD \)) and past (\( CAD \)) changes in the number of investigations.

We consider the effect of antidumping investigations on three different averages of world trade volume: first, the average country-pair in the sample (trade-weighted); second, the average (trade-weighted) country-pair with an investigation importer (being defined as one where the cumulative number of investigations is greater than zero in the year 2000, \( CAD_{ij,2000} > 0 \)); third, the (trade-weighted) average impact on country-pairs where the importer is non-violating (\( CAD_{ij,2000} = 0 \)). Table 3 summarizes our findings.

- Table 3 -

The table suggests that the impact on exports is rather small. The reason for this is that, on average, \( \hat{AD}_{ij,1960} \), \( \hat{AD}_{ij,2001} \), \( \hat{CAD}_{ij,1960} \), \( \hat{CAD}_{ij,2001} \), and, most importantly, their changes are rather small (see Table 4 in the Appendix). For the average country-pair, the decline in bilateral exports between 1960 and 2000 that is attributable to antidumping investigations is slightly more than a tenth of a percentage point. Of this, about 80 percent are due to the direct effect of bilateral antidumping rather than multilateral resistance. However, multilateral resistance tends to raise the impact and, on average, works in the same direction as the direct effect. Exports into violating importers declined by about 1.6 percentage points over the same four decades. For these pairs, multilateral resistance accounted for more than a third of the effect. Exports into non-violating importers increased marginally by about a third of a percentage point which was entirely due to multilateral resistance.
6 Conclusions

Overall, then, our analysis suggests that the effects of antidumping in the context of the GATT/WTO system are modest. This should not be taken to imply that antidumping is not, or should not be, a matter of concern to the Liberal international trading system. The control of protection and the advance of liberalization are the centerpieces of that system and antidumping protection is protection. At the same time, it does not seem useful to oversell the consequences of antidumping. Since it seems likely that contingent protection has played an important role in supporting trade liberalization, reflexive rejection seems particularly inappropriate.

This last point strikes us as important. The effects on which this paper has focussed are essentially micro-effects. That is, they refer to the effects within country pairs (and, at least intuitively, are driven by firm/sector level effects). While such micro effects have been the focus of the great majority of both theoretical and empirical research on antidumping, systemwide ("macro") effects have also been noted (Nelson, 2006). The "global chilling effect" is a macro effect, but it was found to be small. Strongly positive macro effects have also been commented upon. From the very earliest research on antidumping (e.g. Viner, 1923), it has been recognized that antidumping can be a central part of a political strategy to support liberalization. Recent work by Finger and Nogues (2005) provides strong case study evidence that, at least in a number of Latin American countries engaged in liberalization episodes in the 1980s, antidumping was used in precisely this way. A recent paper by Moore and Zanardi (2006) finds some econometric evidence of such effects. To the extent that the Liberal trading system that began to emerge in the late-1930s and was institutionalized in the GATT/WTO system relied on US leadership, and that that leadership was conditional on the various reciprocal trade acts and their more modern descendants, it is clear that administered protection played a central role in underwriting the system as a whole. While such system-wide macro effects are purely speculative, the generally small micro effects suggest at a minimum that we need much more information on the way contingent protection interacts with statutory protection.
and multilateral liberalization.
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Figure 1: Antidumping investigations initiated

By groups of users, 1981-2001

Source: Zanardi (2006, figure 2)

Figure 2: Antidumping measures in force

Source: Zanardi (2006, figure 3)
Table 1 - Pooled OLS and fixed country-pair effects estimates of antidumping initiation and other trade friction effects on bilateral exports (1948-2001)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trade friction determinants of normalized bilateral exports</th>
<th>Ignoring multilateral resistance (untransformed trade frictions)</th>
<th>Accounting for multilateral resistance (transformed trade frictions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model A</td>
<td>Model B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pooled OLS</td>
<td>Fixed country-pair effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coef.</td>
<td>t-statistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antidumping variables:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD_{ij}</td>
<td>-0.076</td>
<td>-2.07 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAD_{ij}</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other trade frictions:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCU_{ij}</td>
<td>-0.389</td>
<td>-4.90 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFTA_{ij}</td>
<td>0.158</td>
<td>2.68 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ln DIST_{ij}</td>
<td>-0.054</td>
<td>-8.05 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBORD_{ij}</td>
<td>0.564</td>
<td>13.29 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLANG_{ij}</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>3.23 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>294356</td>
<td>294356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country-pairs</td>
<td>21450</td>
<td>21450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint signif. of all regressors (p-value of F-statistic)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint signif. of multilateral resistance (p-value of F-statistic)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hauman test (p-value of $\chi^2$-statistic)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed country-pair effects (p-value of F-statistic)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed time effects (p-value of F-statistic)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.924</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

***, **, * indicates significance at 1 percent, 5 percent, and 10 percent, respectively. AD_{ij} ~ number of bilateral antidumping investigations of country j against i in year t; CAD_{ij} ~ cumulative number of AD_{ij} until year t; NCU_{ij}/NFTA_{ij} ~ absence of pair i/j’s membership in customs union/free trade area in year t; ln DIST_{ij} ~ great circle distance between i and j’s capitals; NBORD_{ij}/NLANG_{ij} ~ absence of a common border/language between i and j.
Table 2 - Sensitivity analysis of the antidumping effect on normalized exports (reference is Model D in Table 1)
Accounting for multilateral resistance (transformed trade frictions as in Model D of Table 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of model</th>
<th>Parameter of $AD_{ijt}$</th>
<th>Parameter of $CAD_{ijt}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coef.</td>
<td>t-statistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reference: Model D in Table 1</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.073</td>
<td>-2.53 **</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sensitivity analyses:

(i) Including further time-variant trade frictions$^a$) -0.075 -2.61 *** 0.005 1.69 *
(ii) As in (i) plus lagged antidumping measures$^b$) -0.133 6.74 *** 0.011 4.31 **
(iii) As in (ii) plus twice lagged antidumping measures$^c$) -0.131 3.23 ** 0.015 3.85 **
(iv) As in (iii) plus AD and CAD of exporter$^d$) -0.134 3.79 ** 0.013 2.93 **
(v) As in (iv) but accounting for systematically missing trade flows$^e$) -0.135 10.25 ** 0.013 8.88 **
(vi) As in (iv) but using levels (incl. zeros) rather than the log of exports in a poisson QML model$^f$) -0.212 4.65 * 0.010 1.41
(vii) As in (iv) but using impositions of AD measures instead of investigations$^g$) -0.107 2.34 * 0.002 0.13
(viii) As in (iv) but using GDP-weighted rather than unweighted averages for third-country effects$^h$) -0.046 -1.67 * 0.017 6.28 ***

All models include fixed country-pair effects and fixed time effects. ***, **, and * indicate significance levels of 1, 5, and 10 percent, respectively.

- a) Beyond the time-variant trade frictions of Model D in Table 1, the specification includes the following covariates: absence of WTO membership for one of the two countries; absence of WTO membership for both countries; absence of currency union membership; absence of currency peg membership; absence of currency band membership; absence of preferential (other than customs union of free trade area) membership. These variables are jointly significant at one percent.
- b) Beyond the variables in specification (i) in this table, we include $AD_{ij,t-1}$ and $CAD_{ij,t-1}$. These variables are jointly significant at five percent. The above coefficients are the accumulated ones (i.e., of $AD_{ijt}$ and $AD_{ij,t-1}$ together, and similarly for $CAD_{ijt}$).
- c) Beyond the variables in specification (ii) in this table, we include $AD_{ij,t-2}$ and $CAD_{ij,t-2}$. These variables are jointly significant at five percent. The above coefficients are the accumulated ones (i.e., of $AD_{ijt}$, $AD_{ij,t-1}$, and $AD_{ij,t-2}$ together, and similarly for $CAD_{ijt}$).
- d) Beyond the variables in specification (iii) in this table, we include the exporter’s $AD_{ij}$ and $CAD_{ij}$. These variables are jointly significant at one percent.
- e) We apply Wooldridge’s (1995) sample selection estimator for panel data, following the Mundlak-Chamberlain device of modelling the fixed effects by the means of the right-hand-side variables. We estimate annual selection models using the following determinants of the indicator for non-missing/non-zero exports: all variables as in specification (iv) in this table; the means of these variables; time-invariant geographical determinants such as common language, adjacency, log distance, log area of exporter plus importer, location on a common continent, and their demeaned counterparts to account for multilateral resistance as in equation (12). There is a vector of inverse Mill’s ratios, one for each year. The test for sample selection relies on a model with a single Mill’s ratio being made up of the annual ones (as suggested by Wooldridge, 1995). The test statistic of the latter is significant at one percent.
- f) This model follows the suggestion of Tenreyro and Santos Silva (2006) by using a quasi-maximum likelihood Poisson model with robust standard errors. We follow the Mundlak device and additionally include country-pair means of all variables in the model to account for the panel nature of the data. Since zero trade flows are not wiped out by the logarithmic transformation, here, we cover 882,451 observations in this case. The model is nowWhile the point estimate in this model turns out to be larger than that in (iv), the two confidence intervals overlap enough so that the parameters for AD and CAD are not significantly different between (iv) and (vi).
- g) The data are provided by Chad Bown and available only from 1980 onwards. The total number of observations is 85,052 and there are 9,744 country-pairs. Other than using impositions rather than investigations, the estimated specification is the same as that in (iv) in this table.
- h) See Baier and Bergstrand (2006) for this alternative approximation of the model by Anderson and van Wincoop (2003). The exporter’s antidumping investigations are jointly significant in this model.
- i) The figures for specifications (ii)-(vii) are F-statistics rather than t-statistics.
Table 2B: Alternative measures of protection

A) Using price undertakings Bown's PU~# of price undertakings plus DPU~# of undertakings if price falls under a certain level at the dyad-per-year level instead of the overall impositions as in experiment (vi) of the previous table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>T-statistic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contemporaneous price undertakings</td>
<td>-0.1190744</td>
<td>-1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twice-lagged price undertakings</td>
<td>-0.212215</td>
<td>-1.64 *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Caveats:
1) This regression does not obtain any significant results, if we use duties (AVD~# of ad-valorem duties plus SD~# of specific duties as in Bown) or suspension agreements (SA~# of suspension agreements as in Bown).
2) The cumulative impact of the two parameters is -0.33128937 with an F-statistic of 1.71, which is insignificant at 10 percent (p-value = 0.1809).
3) Skipping the contemporaneous price undertaking variable leads to an insignificant parameter of the twice-lagged variable.
4) Including once-lagged price undertakings in addition renders all price-undertaking parameters insignificant.
5) The number of AD impositions in (vi) in Table 2 is higher than the sum of the numbers of AVD, SD, PU, DPU, and SA together. Reason: for some of the impositions the mode is missing.
Table 2C: Retaliation Specifications

**Experiment I:** Using the specification as in (iii) of the Table 2 plus a dummy that is unity if the exporter used AD investigations against the importer in year \( t \) or any other year before.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>( t )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient</td>
<td>0.204337</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>-0.13876</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>0.0133 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>0.013664</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>0.022 **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Experiment II:** Using the specification as in (iii) of the Table 2 plus a dummy that is unity if the exporter used AD investigations against the importer in year \( t \) or any other year before interacted with the # of AD investigations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>( t )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient</td>
<td>0.040233</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>-0.138812</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>0.0178 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>0.014326</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>0.0136 **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Experiment III:** Using the specification as in (iv) of the Table 2 plus a dummy that is unity if the exporter used AD investigations against the importer in year \( t \) or any other year before.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>( t )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient</td>
<td>0.026435</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>-0.134855</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>0.0178 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>0.012577</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>0.0389 **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here, the exporter's AD investigations are included as well. They are jointly significant at 1 percent. Hence, the exporter's investigations matter, but not in a way that is interrelated with the importer's investigations as presumed in the retaliation literature.

**Experiment IV:** Using the specification as in (iv) of the Table 2 plus a dummy that is unity if the exporter used AD investigations against the importer in year \( t \) or any other year before.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>( t )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient</td>
<td>-0.011495</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>-0.131857</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>0.0289 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>0.012806</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>0.0323 **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here, the exporter's AD investigations are included as well. They are jointly significant at 1 percent. Hence, the exporter's investigations matter, but not in a way that is interrelated with the importer's investigations as presumed in the retaliation literature.
Experiment V: Using the specification as in (iv) of the Table 2 plus 3 dummies: AD-law adoption of exporter; AD-law adoption of importer and the interactive term. The dummies are set at 1 in any year of AD-law adoption and thereafter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient</td>
<td>14.74258</td>
<td>4.5 ***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient</td>
<td>-7.422404</td>
<td>-2.26 **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient</td>
<td>0.022995</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<- If retaliation were important with law-adoption, we’d expect a significant effect, here. The dummies have the same sign as the # of AD investigations/impositions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>-0.135</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>0.0162 **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here, the exporter's AD investigations are included as well. They are jointly significant at 1 percent. Hence, the exporter's investigations matter, but not in a way that is interrelated with the importer's investigations as presumed in the retaliation literature.

Table 2D: “Global Chilling Effect” Specifications

B) Using the sum of antidumping investigations of country j against all countries in year t in addition to the dyad-by-year specific ones (in the spirit of Vandenbussche and Zanardi):

| Sum of all contemporaneous investigations of country j in year t | 0.0903992 | 0.90 |

Here, we used the long panel (since we got data on AD investigations since 1948)

C) Using the sum of antidumping impositions of country j against all countries in year t in addition to the dyad-by-year specific ones (in the spirit of Vandenbussche and Zanardi):

| Sum of all contemporaneous impositions of country j in year t | -0.045906 | -0.32 |

Here, we used the short long panel (since we got data on AD impositions only since 1980)

D) Using the sum of antidumping investigations and that of impositions of country j against all countries in year t in addition to the dyad-by-year specific ones (in the spirit of Vandenbussche and Zanardi):

| Sum of all contemporaneous investigations of country j in year t | -0.1604557 | -1.12 |
| Sum of all contemporaneous impositions of country j in year t    | 0.1112153  | 0.56  |

Here, we used the short long panel (since we got data on AD impositions only since 1980)

OVERALL FOR B)-D): these sums are insignificant while the dyad-per-time-specific effects of AD investigations and impositions remain significant.
Table 3 - Quantifying the antidumping initiation effect on export volume
(Percentage point changes of normalized exports from 1960 to 2000)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect on exports of all countries into</th>
<th>Total effect</th>
<th>Effect due to multi-lateral resistance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>average country-pair in the sample</td>
<td>-0.119</td>
<td>-0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average country-pair with violating importer in the sample</td>
<td>-1.597</td>
<td>-0.575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average country-pair with non-violating importer in the sample</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reported effects are trade-weighted averages.
Table 4 - Descriptive statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Untransformed</th>
<th>Demeaned as in Baier and Bergstrand (2006)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Std. dev.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antidumping investigations (AD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contemporaneous (AD&lt;sub&gt;ij&lt;/sub&gt;)</td>
<td>0.0067</td>
<td>0.1515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>once lagged (AD&lt;sub&gt;ij,t-1&lt;/sub&gt;)</td>
<td>0.0063</td>
<td>0.1480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twice lagged (AD&lt;sub&gt;ij,t-2&lt;/sub&gt;)</td>
<td>0.0059</td>
<td>0.1418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulative antidumping investigations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contemporaneous (CAD&lt;sub&gt;ij&lt;/sub&gt;)</td>
<td>0.0577</td>
<td>2.1188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>once lagged (CAD&lt;sub&gt;ij,t-1&lt;/sub&gt;)</td>
<td>0.0522</td>
<td>2.0465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twice lagged (CAD&lt;sub&gt;ij,t-2&lt;/sub&gt;)</td>
<td>0.0490</td>
<td>2.0416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absence of regional trade agreements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>customs unions (CU&lt;sub&gt;ij&lt;/sub&gt;)</td>
<td>0.9956</td>
<td>0.0664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>free trade areas (FTA&lt;sub&gt;ij&lt;/sub&gt;)</td>
<td>0.9918</td>
<td>0.0902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other preferential trade agreements (PTA&lt;sub&gt;ij&lt;/sub&gt;)</td>
<td>0.9836</td>
<td>0.1272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTO non-membership of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>one country in a pair</td>
<td>0.4315</td>
<td>0.4953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both countries in a pair</td>
<td>0.3460</td>
<td>0.4757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absence of currency arrangements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>currency unions</td>
<td>0.9910</td>
<td>0.0947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>currency pegs</td>
<td>0.9628</td>
<td>0.1892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>currency bands</td>
<td>0.9926</td>
<td>0.0856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographical and cultural variables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log bilateral distance (ln DIST&lt;sub&gt;ij&lt;/sub&gt;)</td>
<td>8.7524</td>
<td>0.7796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>absence of a common border</td>
<td>0.9852</td>
<td>0.1206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>absence of a common language</td>
<td>0.8423</td>
<td>0.3645</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The dependent variable is the log of bilateral exports over exporter-times-importer GDP (mean=-46.2346; std. dev.=2.5988). In some of the regressions, we use the non-demeaned log exporter GDP (mean=23.8455; std. dev.=2.3315) and log importer GDP (mean=23.9068; std. dev.=2.2935) as additional control variables.